Abstract-Atomic bomb doses in Hiroshima and Nagasaki have been evaluated by many groups. In the 'Hiroshima Atomic Bomb Dosimetry Group' used in this study, radioactivities of l52Eu and 6"Co in exposed rock samples have been measured to evaluate neutron doses both in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. These radioactivities were induced by neutron capture reactions. Thermoluminescence dosimetry has also been applied to estimate gammaray doses using exposed tile, roof tile and brick samples. After DS86, our group found systematic discrepancies in measured specific radioactivities and calculation based on DS86. The difference, for example, was that measured data were 5 to 10 times larger than the calculation in Hiroshima.
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The measured gammaray doses are almost the same as DS86, but they have a similar trend as neutrons, and at 2 km ground range data, are 50-70% larger than the calculation.
To find the reason for those problems, some experiments were then carried out by our group. The conclusion of these experiments is that everything seems reasonable except the estimation of neutron and gamma ray spectra at the burst point in Hiroshima.
A possible explanation is proposed for the neutron and gamma ray discrepancy in Hiroshima. For this three concepts are assumed as follows: (1) However, at that time, questions were discussed without solutions. There were not enough data to discuss the reason. After the accumulation of data by the above papers, the discrepancy was confirmed. A typical discrepancy is the thermal neutron activation data. The measured data were 2-10 times higher than the DS86 calculations.
The gamma ray doses in Hiroshima are also important because a similar trend of discrepancy is seen' 26' .
Neutron dose in Hiroshima is relatively small compared with gamma rays. Therefore, it can be said that for the epidemiological analysis, neutron doses are small (sometimes even negligible), and the major portion of radiation is gamma rays. Also, a similar discrepancy for gamma rays implies some relationship with the neutron discrepancy.
After the confirmation of the discrepancy, the study began to solve the reason and to determine the new dose. There were many postulated problems discussed later, such as activation measurements, cross sections used in the transport calculations, air and soil component data used, and so on. Among them, it has been pointed out that there are two major possible causes for this discrepancy.
One is an error in the neutron transport calculations including activation from the epicentre to the ground surfaces, and the second is inaccurate neutron source spectrum calculation at the point of detonation.
The first possibility was investigated, for example, by analysing moist air density data in Hiroshima. It was found that the estimated moist air density used in DS86 was accurate enough for the air transport calculations' 27' .
Further clarification of the first possibility was made using the MCNP transport code system with nuclear data'28'. At first, the accuracy of the code for deep penetration in air-like material was verified by a 'benchmark test' using a 252Cf fission neutron source. Assuming a fission neutron source at this centre, one can reproduce the DS86 neutron spectrum, (b) Indicates the bare fission neutron leakage model. As seen in this model bare fission neutrons leaked in the direction from 45°to 90°. At first the transport calculations were performed independently for both types. Afterward 95% of the calculated neutron activation or the gamma ray yields of model (a), and 5% yield of model (b) were mixed. In this leakage model about a 90m increase in burst height was assumed.
bare fission neutrons. In this study they used a partially opened model and assumed 5% leakage of bare fission neutrons from the opening. In addition to this, they showed that it is necessary to change more of the factors, and if the height of detonation is assumed to be raised about 90 m, then all neutron data will change, at least within 1 km. The data for more than 1 km still has some problems.
Regarding the gamma ray dose in Hiroshima, there is an unknown trend in the discrepancy, and the paper will show how to explain the gamma ray discrepancy. Residual problems of DS86 dosimetry in Hiroshima are also discussed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Computer code and input data
The code used was MCNP version 4A, which includes the Monte Carlo source code1281 and the neutron cross-section library as shown in Hoshi et al'29' and ENDF version V and VI(2S). For the cross section data of neutron capture gamma rays, Briesmeister128' was used.
For the bare fission neutron calculation, the Maxwellian distribution of n(E) = El/2exp(-E/T) (T = 1.38 MeV) as a function of energy E and symmetric point source was assumed. The input data for the neutron transport calculations were taken from the DS86 source term spectrum, assuming spherically symmetric neutron emission and this spectrum was compared with the atomic bomb shell model with 20 cm thick iron and 5 cm thick tungsten inside. Hoshi etaloi) show there is no difference between the calculations, at least for the activation calculation. For the soil components of the ground, data used in DS86'" was assumed. The moist air density was taken from Hoshi etalai\ which was almost equal to the DS86 data.
Geometry of calculation
The neutron energy spectra at the ground surface were calculated using the MCNP code out to 2 km from the hypocentre at 0.1 or 0.2 km increments. The energy division used was the same as that of the DS86 for both neutrons and gamma ray calculations.
The total system used for the calculation was a cylindrically symmetric three-dimensional geometry with a ceiling height of 2km and a ground thickness of 2 m. The burst height was 580 m from the ground surface, which was used for DS86, and a value of 670m was also used. The results calculated were basically taken within 2 cm thickness in soil from the soil surface for neutron activation. For comparison with DS86 neutrons and for gamma ray dose, those at 1 m in height were obtained. The calculation within 2 cm in soil was chosen to compare with the activation data of l52Eu, 32P, 60Co and Therefore this model assumes (1) 5 % leakage of the opening from 45°to 90°, and (2) increase of height of burst by 90 m. According to this model, the measured data and calculation agree well within 1 km of the ground range ( Figure  2 ). It should be noted that in Figure 2 , there are two types of neutron activation data. One is due to thermal neutrons (60Co, 152Eu, 36CI): the other is due to fast neutrons (32P).
However, long range data for more than 1 km still have discrepancies.
The reason is unknown and is a difficult problem.
Because if this curve is explained by changing only the source term energy, one must assume a neutron energy more than 8 MeV. This seems impossible, since original fission neutrons do not have such an energy as a major part.
Component of gamma rays
The gamma ray component in DS86(I) is shown in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 four components are shown. They are (1) delayed gamma rays, (2) prompt secondary gamma rays, (3) prompt gamma rays, and (4) delayed secondary gamma rays. Prompt gamma rays are emitted at the moment of fission and, after this, delayed gamma rays are from the fire ball and the mushroom cloud. Secondary gamma rays are induced gamma rays by neutrons according to the interactions with air, soil and Japanese house components. Delayed and prompt gamma rays are induced from the delayed and prompt neutrons. From this figure, it is shown that the major ones are both the delayed and prompt secondary gamma rays. Gammaray kerma was calculated and, as seen in this figure, it is shown that our model calculation agreed well with DS86.
In this paper the components of prompt secondary gamma ray yield are obtained after the prompt neutron transport calculation.
Comparison between DS86 and model calculation Figure 4 compares prompt secondary gamma rays of DS86 and presents calculations using the simple shell model indicated in Figure 1 (a) . The two curves agree with each other. This model calculation was for used bare fission neutron leakage model of Figure 1 (b) .
In this paper, only the model calculation for prompt 10! secondary gamma rays was made. One reason is that the other major components of delayed gamma rays come from the fire ball and the mushroom cloud, therefore there are limits to getting precise information to perform this calculation.
The use of DS86 delayed gamma rays corresponds to the use of the same burst height as DS86. When we think the burst height is determined by the shadow of the fireball, and that delayed gamma rays are coming from the fire ball and the mushroom cloud, the emission point is considered to be the same.
On the other hand, the use of the 'crack model' means es 500 1000 1 500 2 000 2500 3000
Ground range (m) Figure 5 . The measured data and calculations for gamma rays are compared. Total gamma rays of DS86 is indicated by the light dashed curve and that from our model calculation (5% leakage and 90 m elevation of burst height) is shown by the narrow solid curve. Slope of the latter (the narrow solid curve) seems to be close to the data: however, it is low as a whole. To adjust this, gamma ray dose was increased by 20% as shown by the heavy dashed curve. This curve seems best, comparing the three calculations.
Other points: elevating its height about 90 m. Therefore, to use this model for prompt secondary gamma rays and DS86 for delayed gamma rays, means the use of different burst heights.
Of course, it is not verified, but this corresponds with the fall of 90 m due to the time duration between the emission of prompt neutrons and delayed gamma rays. The discussion of the difference, or calculation of delayed gamma rays, should be made at another time, since we do not have enough information.
Comparison with gamma ray data In Figure 5 , all thermoluminescence data and calculations are compared. The data are obtained from the thermoluminescence dosimetry measurement by using atomic-bomb irradiated tile, roof tile and brick specimens. The light dashed curve is DS86 gamma rays and the narrow solid line is the curve when the burst height of prompt secondary gamma rays is raised 90 m. The latter is obtained from the calculation which shows better fitting within 1 km as in Figure2. However, this narrow solid line seems a little bit lower than the data, while the slope seems to fit better than DS86. When a better fit is chosen for the slope then the dose must be increased.
The heavy dashed curve is obtained by increasing the dose for the narrow solid curve by 20%. This means increasing the yield at the burst by 20%.
As shown in Figure 5 , the thick dotted curve fits better than the other two. Note that there are some higher data at 2 km ground range for all xrf these calculations.
The conclusion is that when we assume (1) increment about 20% of yield, (2) 5% leakage of bare fission neutrons from the space of the atomic bomb, and (3) 90 m increase of the burst height, we have the best fit. This assumption is listed in Table 1 . Thus the best fit for gamma rays in Hiroshima is as shown in Figure 5 . The overall best fit, including neutrons, should be precisely considered after the solution of the long-standing systematic discrepancy. In this paper a basic possible concept to explain the tendency of the discrepancy in Hiroshima gamma rays is discussed. For the final solution of Hiroshima atomic bomb dosimetry, it is necessary to discuss both neutrons and gamma rays simultaneously.
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